
SWIVELWHEEL.COM 

SW-58 DW-58 DW58-TANDEM TOW 

SW-ECO SW-58 COVER 

DUAL    POINT   HITCH   BAR  

(RECOMMENDED FOR ANYTHING 

OVER 700 POUNDS) 

         DUAL   ROTATIONAL    HITCH     BAR  

(ONLY USED ON DUAL WHEEL  MODELS) 

               The Swivelwheel product line was developed to allow travelers to transport items such as motorcycles, ATV’s, 

golf carts can-ams and trikes behind their vehicles. With the growth of the Swivelwheel product line, other items such 

as camping equipment , home improvement products, and electric wheelchairs are also being transported. There are 

various Swivwheel  models available, the systems may be towed behind a multitude of tow vehicles such as Fifth 

Wheels, Class A, B, and C Motor Homes also Pick-ups and SUV’s. 

              Depending on transportation needs there are currently five Swivelwheel models available. These products may 

be viewed in more detail on our web sites at CRUISERLIFT.COM or  SWIVELWHEEL.COM. 

SW-46 

SINGLE POINT HITCH BAR 

 (STANDARD) 
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SW-58 

Swivelwheel-58 This system has a 1000 pound capacity, with a deck dimension of  5ft long  x  8ft  wide . This is 

enough to carry most full size motorcycles . The Swivelwheel-58 system utilizes a single torsion suspension with a high-

way speed trailer tire. The Swivelwheel-58 product ships with a single point hitch assembly and has a optional dual hitch 

assembly available. New to our Swivelwheel product line as an option you can get a 6”extension with the Swivelwheel-58 

this will allow you to extend the deck size if needing a wider platform . Another option is The Swivelwheel-58 cover it will 

house virtually any motorcycle on the market today. 

DW-58 

Swivelwheel-DW-58 This system is the same as the swivelwheel-58 with the exception of dual suspensions in-

stead of one . The weight capacity changes to 1200 pounds with the dual wheel model. One other difference  is that the 

DW-58    system requires the use of the dual point rotational hitch bar assembly.  The rotational hitch bar pivots from the 

back for road and entrance transitions, it also rotates left to right so both wheels stay on the ground at all time .  The DW-

58 will accommodate golf carts, trikes, ATVs and Can-ams. The system was designed to handle heavier loads. The DW-58  

can  also use the 6”extension  this will allow you to extend the deck size as well. The  DW-58 can also use the cover. 



 

DW58-TANDEM TOW 

Swivelwheel-Tandem Tow  The Swivelwheel-58 Tandem Tow Dolly allows the user the ability to tow a 

car up to 6000 pounds behind the Swivelwheel  with a 1200 pound loaded platform. For years, customers have been 

asking for this capability, but until recently it has not been available. Through years of design and engineering, we are 

now able to offer this feature with the Swivelwheel-58 Tandem Tow. This system can also use the 6”extension and the 

cover option as well. The tow vehicle must be towed with all four wheels down and have a braking system. 

Swivelwheel SW-46 The Swivelwheel–46 System has a deck dimension of 6ft wide x  4ft long. There is a 

weight capacity of 600 pounds with the system. This system is great for transporting motor scooters, generators, small 

ATVs, etc. The Swivelwheel-46 system may also be loaded from the rear or from the sides. The tailgate on the pickup 

may be lowered with the Swivelwheel system attached. All Swivelwheel systems incorporate regulation 

DOT lighting with a 4-wire flat trailer plug. The single point hitch bar is standard with the SW-46 and you 

also have the ability to option out for the dual hitch bar for heavier loads to have better stability. 

 SW-46 



Swivelwheel-ECO This system is our economy system designed to transport small light weight items behind 

most vehicles. This can be anything from lawn equipment, luggage, camping equipment, motor scooters, generators, 

etc. The system comes with a 500 pound load rating. All systems incorporate a torsion suspension system that swivels 

360 degrees. Standard level deck height is 23”with a  4.80 x 8 inch C-Rated, 6-Ply highway speed trailer tire. An option-

al 5.70 x 8 inch C-Rated, 8-Ply tire is available. This tire will raise the deck height slightly.  The Swivelwheel-ECO configu-

ration is for those that would like to finish building the system. It is shipped standard with a 4ft x 5ft angle iron frame. 

The system is shipped complete with everything except the decking material. This allows the customer the ability to in-

stall any desired decking. This could be plywood, sheet metal, expanded metal, etc.  

ECO 

Feature Swivelwheel-58 Swivelwheel-58DW Swivelwheel-58   
Tandem Tow 

Swivelwheel-46 Swivelwheel-ECO 

Weight Capacity 1000 Lbs 1200 Lbs 1200 Lbs 600 Lbs 500 Lbs 

Deck Dimension 8’ Wide x 5’ Long 8’ Wide x 5’ Long 8’ Wide x 5’ Long 6’ Wide x 4’ Long 48” Wide x 60” Long 

Deck  Material 3/4” Treated & Painted 

Plywood 

3/4” Treated & Painted 

Plywood 

3/4” Treated & Painted 

Plywood 

3/4” Treated & Painted 

Plywood 

None 

Axle Torsion Torsion Torsion Torsion Torsion 

Tire / Wheel 5-70 x 8”, D-Rated, 8-Ply 

Highway Speed 

5-70 x 6”, C-Rated, 6-Ply 

Highway Speed 

5-70 x 6”, C-Rated, 6-Ply 

Highway Speed 

5-70 x 6”, C-Rated, 6-Ply 

Highway Speed 

4-80 x 6, C-Rated 6-Ply 

Highway Speed 

Frame 3” x 1 1/2” Tubular Steel 3” x 1 1/2” Tubular Steel 3” x 1 1/2” Tubular Steel 3” x 1” Tubular Steel 1 1/2” x 2” Tubular Steel 

Lighting DOT Regulation DOT Regulation DOT Regulation DOT Regulation DOT Regulation 

Frame Finish Baked on Powder Coat Baked on Powder Coat Baked on Powder Coat Baked on Powder Coat Baked on Powder Coat 

Towing Vehicle     
Requirement 

Class-III Receiver and 
Above 

Class-III Receiver and 
Above 

Class-III Receiver and 
Above 

Class-III Receiver and 
Above 

Class-II Receiver or 
Above 
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